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The Photobook Multiple
When it comes to arranging images 
photographers are usually right when  
it comes to the design, but having a 
professional arrange the typesetting  
will make all the diference.
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Bookworks are books in which the  







First passageway unblackboxing the book
…the way scientiic and technical work is made 
invisible by its own success. When a machine runs 
eiciently, when a matter of fact is settled, one need 
focus only on its inputs and outputs and not on its 
internal complexity. Thus, paradoxically, the more 
science and technology succeed, the more opaque 











Comes with its  






write on it 
fast forward / rewind 
 browse functions

Second passageway the book as an object
Seeking comfort in an uncomfortable chair Bruno Munari (ca. 1950)
























































When content and materials are interpreted  
and combined in a balanced way, the result  
can be greater than the sum of its parts.  
A transformation of the given matter through  




Third passageway print it, fold it. stick it, walk it












Less icing. 
More Cake.
